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Abstract

Collecting information on traffic flows are important for provide high quality road system. At present, fixed camera is widely used for the monitoring system which covers limited area. Therefore, the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) such as quadrotor is developed for monitoring traffic flow since the UAV is responsive mobile sensing system. This development of UAV platform is a starting point for developed a highway traffic and management system which is in future can be enhance by connected the system with graphical user interface (GUI) on ground control station that can defined types of vehicles and analyze level of congestion. At present, the system that developed only transmits a real time video to ground control station without any interpretation by software that detects types of vehicles and analyzes traffic condition. Through the surveillance and monitoring of traffic flows that done at Engineering Campus, Universiti Sains Malaysia, the system provides suitable information for authorities to analyse level of congestion happened on the road and provide alternative solution for users in order to avoid the traffic jam.
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Abstrak

Pengumpulan maklumat mengenai aliran trafik adalah penting bagi menyediakan sistem jalan raya yang berkualiti tinggi. Pada masa kini, kamera tetap digunakan untuk pemantauan. Oleh itu, kenderaan udara tanpa pemandu (UAV) iaitu ‘quadrotor’ digunakan untuk pengawasan udara bagi memantau aliran trafik. Pembangunan platform UAV adalah titik permuamuan untuk membangunkan sistem pengurusan trafik yang pada masa akan datang boleh dilakukan penambahbaikan iaitu dengan menyambungkan sistem pemantauan ini dengan antara muka pengguna grafik (GUI) yang terdapat pada terminal kawalan di darat bagi menentukan jenis kenderaan dan juga menentukan tahap kesesakan jalan raya. Pada masa ini, sistem yang dibangunkan hanya menghantar video masa nyata ke pusat kawalan di darat tanpa sebarang tafsiran oleh perisian yang mengesankan jenis kenderaan dan menganalisis keadaan lalu lintas. Melalui pengawasan dan pemantauan aliran trafik yang dilakukan di Kampus Kejuruteraan, Universiti Sains Malaysia, sistem yang dibangunkan dapat menyediakan maklumat yang berkesesuaian bagi pihak berkuasa untuk menganalisis tahap kesesakan yang berlaku di jalan raya dan memberi penyelesaian alternatif kepada pengguna bagi mengelak kesesakan lalu lintas.

Kata kunci: Aliran trafik, pesawat tanpa pemandu, quadrotor, video masa nyata
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Traffic management and accident management is very important for human in congestion city in order to provide comfortable lifestyle and safety. By having this system, people will have real-time information on traffic condition around the city, which can avoid traffic jam. At present, ground-based solution are widely used to monitor traffic condition in a small and fixed coverage area which is stationary and short view sight.

For example, Versavel (1999) used multiple camera in order to developed a system for traffic monitoring, incident detection, verification, driver information and incident clearing [1]; as noted in Ozkurt and Camci (2009), Istanbul Traffic Management Company (ISBAK) have been used more than 500 cameras for traffic monitoring which this amount is applied in the manual analysis of these camera system is now unapplicable [2]; Koutsia et al., (2008) used multiple camera for capturing images and detect foreground objects within their field of view in order to developed traffic monitoring and surveillance system [3]; and Yoneyama et al., (2005) used fixed camera for detecting vehicles on highway [4].

In order to overcome the limitation of fixed camera for traffic monitoring, the researchers had explored a new and improved traffic monitoring technology since 1990s which is known as an airborne traffic surveillance system (ATSS) which used Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAVs) as a platform [5, 6]. As mention by Coifman et al., (2006), the primary reason of using UAV as platform for ATSS is UAV can be covered large area and focus resources. Beside that, it also have a capability to fly at higher speed than ground vehicles and freely to fly along the road network except in tunnel [7].

In the most of developing ATSSs, an offline method are widely used which is the aerial video of traffic flow were recorded during flight of UAV and then processed on ground in order to analyse behaviour of traffic [8, 9]. This processing mode is unable to achieve real time traffic monitoring and management. However, in growth of advance technology such wireless network, an online mode has been proposed. One of the reseach that used wireless network which the aerial video is trasmitting to ground by using a 2.4-Ghz microwave IP network is implement by Srinivasan et al., 2004 [10]. This system needed specific construction such as microwave tower that involve high cost and the coverage area is limited since it only work based on radius of signal received and trasmited by microwave tower.

Here, the similar method that been used by Srinivasan et al., which is used wireless network for trasmit the aerial video capture by UAV to ground control station. However, in this research, it not used microwave tower as a receiver to receive a data since it used 5.8G 2000mW wireless audio video receiver that connected to ground control station to display a data collection. This method is more convenient since it not depend on the microwave tower. Since the highway traffic flow is very dynamic and uncertain environment that requires instantaneous and accurate information, a selection of types of UAV as a platform for capturing aerial video/image is very important.

Among the UAVs developed in recent year that involved fixed wing and rotorcraft types, a serious focus has been placed on developing a quadrotor UAV (rotorcraft type) due to it capabilities to hover in place, to take-off and landing vertically, very agile and responsive mobile sensing system [11, 12, 13]. Due to this ability, the quadrotor is considered as one of the most suitable choices to do traffic monitoring due to it capability and cost effective since the UAV is already available commercially. Eventhough quadrotor is already on market, there are no quadrotor that build and dedicated for traffic monitoring. Here, the quadrotor is developed with the system that can be used for traffic monitoring.

2.0 METHODOLOGY

In order to do traffic monitoring, a quadrotor which known as ISI Sky I (Figure 1) is used based on specification as stated in Table 1 and Table 2 showed the quadrotor componentsrespectively. On ground control station, it has on-screen display (OSD) as depicted in Figure 2, whilst Table 3 shown the parameters display by OSD. These systems are important to display real time video on ground so that the user can make decision immediately in case an emergency or an accident occurs on the road. Therefore, the authorities can make action faster in order to prevent more danger to road users.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Specification of ISI Sky I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>No.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Traffic monitoring system mainly consists of FPV system which is attached to quadrotor and on ground system. The component that attached to both systems is shown in Figure 3.
marked as B and C are alternative entrance respectively.
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**Figure 5** Area of monitoring and surveillance

This testing is a starting point for developed a traffic and management system which is in future can be enhance by connected the system with graphical user interface (GUI) on ground control station that can defined types of vehicles and analyze level of congestion. At present, the system that developed only transmits a real time video on ground without any interpretation by software that detects vehicles and analyzes traffic condition. During flight, in order to provide high quality of images, a camera is attached to gimbal which the gimbal can minimize the vibration caused by motors of quadrotor and environment disturbance such as wind.

### 3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The aerial videos are collect at time duration from 8.00 am to 8.10 am on every Monday for each entrance which the selection of time is due to peak hour of staff and student to enter the campus. The results of monitoring are shown in Table 4 and Table 5 respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Vehicle</th>
<th>Entrance A</th>
<th>Entrance B</th>
<th>Entrance C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bicycle</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorcycle</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorry</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow of Vehicle</th>
<th>Entrance A</th>
<th>Entrance B</th>
<th>Entrance C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traffic jam</td>
<td>Sometime</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violation flow</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Sometime</td>
<td>Sometime</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As depicted in Table 4, the results show that more vehicles are using the route at entrance A compare with entrance B and entrance C. Since the entrance A is main entrance, this results is expected. For entrance B, there a less vehicles that used this route since the road that linking to the entrance is not main road compare to entrance A and entrance C. In entrance C, it indicate that there are a lot of bicycle that used this entrance since near the entrance, it has an area for student settlement which the students used a bicycle as main transport for commute to campus. As shown in Table 5, entrance A sometime face a traffic jam condition due to some events organized by university. Therefore, more vehicles focus on entrances A compare entrance B and entrance C since entrance B and entrance C will closed during events.

Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8 are shown a traffic condition respectively which is at entrance A is recorded vehicles coming in large numbers in certain period compare at entrance B and entrance C. Meanwhile, at entrance A, during the aerial video is recorded and transfer real time to ground control station, there are no traffic violation is detected compare to at entrance B and entrance C whilst entrance B and entrance C has a traffic violation as depicted in Figure 7b and Figure 8b respectively. The drivers in Figure 7b and Figure 8b should follow the route as shown in the arrow in order to follow the rule. There is no traffic violation at entrance A since the post guard is near to the roundabout so that the driver did not dare to break the rules. Besides that, the number of guards at entrance A is more compare to entrance B and entrance C while entrance A has four to five guards at one time compare only one guard at entrance B and entrance C.
4.0 CONCLUSION

In this study, a quadrotor UAV integrated with camera have been developed and tested in order to provide real time aerial video for traffic and emergency management. Through this study, the quadrotor can provide suitable information for ground staff to determine level of congestion and at the same time can monitor traffic violation by driver. This situation can be used when incident or accident happened which is can prevent road users using emergency lane since this platform can send real time condition so that the authorities can take immediate action.
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